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Landscape: 
 
Avaya has a long history of generating significant recurring revenue from its maintenance, managed 
services and private cloud businesses. As we entered the third year of our transformation to cloud (FY20 
– Commencing October 1, 2019), there were several areas we needed to address including: 
 

1. Offsetting the decline in our traditional maintenance renewal business; 
2. Addressing the lack of an “evolutionary path” to cloud – Our then current scenario was a “cliff 

jump” from perpetual / premise to OpEx / private cloud for our customers – without an interim 
consumption model shift that they were, in the majority of cases, seeking; 

3. A desire internally, based on significant customer and channel feedback, to create a bundling 
strategy that enabled customers to more easily consume incremental Avaya technology; and 

4. The establishment of a Customer Success Organization (CSO) to support our emerging cloud 
services while reducing the amount of resources allocated to maintenance renewal activities. 

 
What We Did: 
 
In June 2019 we made the strategic decision to create a software subscription offer for all of our 
mainstream Unified Communications (UC) and Contact Center (CC) products with a goal to launch the 
offer on October 1, 2019. At inception of the process, a cross functional team was formed and, four 
months later, the offer was successfully launched on schedule. 
 
Several key principles were established and implemented to ensure the success of this critical element of 
our cloud transformation: 
 

1. We changed the corporate culture by driving the importance of the program top down from 
senior leadership - both internally and externally; 

2. We significantly modified compensation models for both our internal sales associates and our 
partner community; 

3. We structured the offer to provide maximum value to our install base tied to their migration to 
our latest technology; 

4. We ensured that the offer was not overly restrictive for customers on older, unsupported versions 
of our technology, incentivizing them to leverage the program as a path to upgrade / 
modernization; 

5. We ensured that the subscription offer created a cohesive story across multiple offer / 
deployment scenarios including both hybrid and private cloud; and 

6. We included a compelling Device as a Service (DaaS) offer to align the consumption model of our 
device portfolio with the software subscription model. 

 
Business Impact: 
 
The business impact to Avaya has been immediate and significant. In the first two quarters since launch, 
the Avaya software subscription offer has become one the fastest growing portions of our business, 
generating nearly $100M of Total Contract Value (TCV) in that timeframe.  
 
Significantly, and unlike our traditional maintenance renewal process, Avaya’s subscription customers 
have all been assigned Customer Success Managers and individual account plans have been designed to 



maximize customer leverage of the incremental Avaya solution capabilities included with the offer – 
thereby modernizing our install base and creating a stickier relationship with our customers. 
 
In addition to the direct financial benefits, the subscription offer has enabled: 
 

• A naturally and economically scaling Customer Success Organization resulting from the 
reallocation of renewal-focused resources as customers convert from maintenance to 
subscription; 

• A heightened focus by Avaya R&D on continuous solution value delivery aligning with the 
subscription offer LAER model; 

• Incremental professional services revenue for Avaya and its channel partners as customers 
upgrade to the latest releases and deploy more of Avaya’s advanced UC and CC solutions; 

 
Customer and Partner Impact: 
 
Customer impact is best measured in the short term by the rapid customer acceptance of the Avaya 
subscription offer. While to date, we have primarily had success with our largest enterprise customers, 
our partners are rapidly driving offer penetration into all segments of our medium and large enterprise 
install base.  
 
The impact of the subscription offer to customers is significant including: 
 

• The elimination of complex a la carte licensing models with streamlined solution bundles; 

• The receipt of significant value for their lifetime of loyalty and investments in Avaya’s perpetual 
products with substantial trade-in credits at “point of sale” to ease their transition; and 

• Reduced capital expenditures and conversion to a SaaS consumption model while receiving access 
to Avaya innovation on a more rapid and regular basis. 

 
Our partners have been quick to embrace the Avaya subscription offer for many of the same reasons the 
offer has benefited Avaya including significant economic benefit, simplicity of licensing, incremental 
professional services and a stickier customer base. 
 
Next Steps: 
 
Key elements of our plan for the Avaya subscription offer in FY21 include: 
 

• The conversion of all remaining perpetual portfolio offers to subscription including the offers of 
our significant ecosystem of technology partners; 

• The continued refinement of the subscription offer bundles (solutions, professional services and 
devices) to drive near-term base modernization and advanced solution adoption; 

• The introduction of additional common cloud services delivered from Avaya OneCloud as part of 
the subscription solution offer – accelerating customer adoption of our hybrid, private and public 
cloud services; and 

• The continued expansion of our Customer Success Organization and its capabilities. 
 
Speaking for the entire Avaya leadership team, we appreciate the opportunity to be considered for such 
a prestigious award.  
 
Hardy Myers 
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